
Trusted: 19 years in the international market

Universal: seamlessly works with 2,400 types of 
hardware

Flexible: delivered as a cloud and server-based 
solution where you can configure every parameter

Supportive: o�ering 24/7 technical assistance to 
1,900+ partners globally

Large-scale: 3 million assets tracked in 
130+ countries

Extra: free Wialon-based applications for
business-specific tasks

Comprehensive: 300+ monitoring parameters
to control and report on

    Real-time monitoring and analytics. Enhance 
your fleet performance, keep the cargo safe at all 
times, make employees drive responsibly, and 
save money on maintenance.

    Fuel consumption control. Monitor fuel con-
sumption in all types of vehicles, diesel genera-
tors, and filling stations.

    Driving safety. Employ Wialon to create a 
comprehensive driving quality assessment model 
specific to your enterprise. The analysis is based 
on preset and custom violation criteria and allows 
to identify reckless drivers.

COLD CHAIN CONTROL

ECO DRIVING



Wialon helps monitor refrigerator trucks and 
stationary freezing and cooling chambers. It is 
suitable for companies of various scales, from 
small businesses to large retail-store networks and 
carriers.

    Prevent financial losses caused by product 
waste when handling temperature-sensitive goods, 
such as foodstu�s, medicines, and vaccines.

    Control the temperature of your products 
throughout the entire cold chain and, therefore, 
keep cargo safe and of proper quality. Get alerts 
in case of temperature deviations or when 
operators forget to close the refrigerator door 
properly.

    Make data-based business decisions: collect 
and analyze temperature data from trackers and 
sensors, receive data arranged in comprehensive 
reports and graphs.

Wialon brings together satellite monitoring and 
video surveillance in one platform for you to 
reduce accident rates, increase fuel economy, 
and improve safety on the road.

    Use video playback and livestream to cap-
ture, observe and analyze any road events you 
might need to make decisions for your business.

    View accident videos right from the reports: 
accurate unbiased video records enable precise 
incident analysis.

    CMSv6 integration: connect devices that 
support CMSv6 in a snap.

    Easy setup and configuration both for the 
service provider and the end-user o�er a faster 
start to using video monitoring.

Cold chain control



VILNIUS
+370 37 999 460

Eco Driving
Сreate a customizable driving quality assessment 
model based on violation criteria. Improve fleet and 
sta� safety, reduce fuel costs, and enhance cargo 
integrity and preservation. 

    Detailed presentation of driving quality for
each vehicle in a user-friendly visual format.

    Access to the details on violations with tracks 
and event markers on the map.

    Evaluate the driving quality based on various 
criteria and rank drivers based on their overall 
performance.

    Violation criteria presets for cars, buses, and 
trucks for quick configuration.


